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Delegation is a significant trait that becomes a need of an hour, which must be acquired especially by the
entrepreneurs and managers. Moreover, to be a great leader it is required to know how to delegate well.
One of the most difficult transitions for leaders to make is the shift from doing to leading. As your responsibilities
become more complex, the difference between an effective leader and a super-sized individual contributor
with a leader’s title is painfully evident. Paolo A. Ruggeri, an entrepreneur and founding partner of OSM
International Group www.osminternational.com, a USA based management-consulting company in his book
provides a practical knowledge through which the power of delegation can be learnt and can be practiced in
most effective manner. This book is divided into small chapters that mainly cover significant eight parts. It
starts the on-going functions of an enterprise and provides an essence of delegation in relation with success
of it. After precisely covering the essentials for delegation, it provides some additional practical tips regarding
people management for upcoming managers.

The first part of this book introduces the significance of delegation in present scenario, where it talks about
a need to win over the function of an organisation for a winning system. It is required that owner must
confront and decode the puzzle of functions that brings good results to the company. By resolving dozen of
small problems himself in regard with finding potential buyers, maintain contact with them, etc. Now after
delegating these functions he must devote themselves to other complex problems of management [like –
how to build sales network throughout the national territories. Also, how success is related with delegation
is being well defined. The second part of this book covers aspect in regard with what to delegate and what
not to. Like activities such as manufacturing, operations can be delegated 100%. However, human relations
with key people in the company cannot be delegated. Delegate everything except command. As for strategy,
even if you involve your team members in decision making, at the end of the day you are the one who must
decide which direction your company takes. The third part of this book contains conditions that are necessary
for successful delegation includes mainly three aspects. First, remove the limiting beliefs like- they steal my
job, etc. Second, have faith in your people otherwise; you will end up being prisoner of your own company.
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And at last, share the information and data thoroughly.The fourth part consists of the significance of results
related with delegation, where we found the person first, and, after that the project according to his /her
capabilities and skills is delegated. One of the key tasks of a business owner or manager is to find right
people and attract them to your business. The fifth and last part provides an additional tips regarding delegation
and people management by pointing towards the procedure for it, answers to how to get started with someone
who has no experience. It provides reasons to why sometimes delegation isn’t working for you. It also covers
small aspects like- what happens when you reduce delegation to person. To conclude, this book mainly provides
significance and justice to this statement that manager is not the creator of brilliant strategies, but a capable
hunter of people. And to become a true manager, delegation is something that is required to be learnt. First,
you must win in the function and make the job feasible for people of average quality. Decide what you want
to delegate; write the job description manual for the job in question. Encourage and train those people to
whom you delegate the task for proper management and achieving success.
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